Bow parts diagram

The archery market is flooded with many good quality brand names to choose from, as well a
variety of models specifically made in relation to the type of archery you are getting into. If you
have no experience whatsoever in such things, you can always do some extensive research on
related topics before deciding the brand and type you are going to purchase. Check Price. The
first compound bow came into being in the year invented by a Missouri Bow hunter Holles
Wilbur Allen; it was given a United States patent in the year A modern compound bow is a bow
makes use of a leveling system to bend or pull the limbs with cables and pulleys. Compared to
the recurve bow or longbow its limbs are made much stiffer than usual. It is this stiffness that
makes it able to shoot arrows with more power and faster due to the greater power stored in the
limbs. The strings are attached to a cam or pulley, with one or both has one or more cables
attached to the opposite limb. This system enables virtually any archer to pull back the strings
effortlessly and efficiently. The wheels turn every time the string is drawn back, which causes
the pulleys to pull the cables, and causes the limbs to bend. Once the limbs are drawn back by
the archer, energy is stored in the limbs, ready to shoot at arrow towards its intended target.
When combined, the many different compound bow parts and accessories make a superb piece
of shooting equipment. A compound bow might be in principle a simple piece of archery
equipment, but using one, and getting familiar with all the parts of a compound bow and their
function is an entirely different story. Take a look at the compound bow parts diagram below to
become familiar with the nomenclature and position of each element within a compound bow.
Click on the compound parts names listed below to explore their characteristics and specific
function. This is the central mount for other parts such as the sights, stabilizers, quivers and
limbs. Risers are mainly made out of aircraft-grade aluminium alloy and designed to be as rigid
as possible. Some compound bows feature carbon risers, which are lighter, stay warm and are
stiffer. Each type of riser will feature many subtle differences, but there are currently three main
styles to choose from: straight, deflex, and reflex. Reflex style risers can be spotted easily. This
style curves away from the natural curvature of the limbs. Most new compound bows will
feature a reflex style riser. The exact opposite of the reflex riser is the deflex riser. This style will
follow the curvature of the limbs instead of curving away from it. This will work to increase
brace height and can also create slower arrow speed. This style of a riser is more forgiving to
shoot and definitely more accurate. The straight riser will fall somewhere in between the reflex
and deflex styles. Straight risers are technically reflex risers, but they feature a less extreme
curvature. However, like the deflex riser, straight riser models are not so common in the bow
world. There are a couple of common ways that risers are constructed: machined and cast.
Some risers are also made from a lightweight carbon fiber, however, these are not very
common. The cast riser is just as reliable, accurate and strong as machined risers, and are
usually available for a fraction of the cost. But their weight and size can be a big disadvantage.
Cast risers often feature a thicker grip section and are heavier than machined risers. Off all the
riser styles, machined risers are the lightest. These risers feature a smaller grip that will usually
fit most hands better compared to a cast riser. However, this style is also pretty expensive to
produce. The limbs are the flexible fiberblass planks made of composite materials or
composites, which are made out of two or more constituent materials with different chemical or
physical properties engineered to be capable of taking high compressive and tensile forces.
Check out our guide on how to adjust a compound bow to find out how to increase or decrease
the draw weight setting on your bow. Much like the riser, limbs also come in different styles and
shapes. Solid limbs are made from just one fiberglass part, which constitute both limbs and
riser in one piece. Split-limbs are made up of two thin limbs connected to the riser. Split-limbs
are claimed to be more durable and vibrate less than solid limbs which in turn helps taming the
noise. Parallel limbs are usually more silent and have less recoil when firing the arrow. The
bowstring is responsibile for launching the arrow, while the cables run from cam to cam,
moving the cams as the bowstring is drawn. The bow string and the cables are mainly made of
high-modulus polyethylene. This is a high impact-strength material, highly resistant to
corrosive abrasion and chemicals, self-lubricating, has extremely low moisture absorption and
has significantly lower coefficient friction as compared to nylon. It is comparable to Teflon and
is tasteless, non-toxic and odorless. This highly modern material is meant to have superior
tensile strength and minimal stretch ability. This is what makes the compound bow able to
transfer all the stored energy of its limbs as durably and efficiently as possible to the arrow.
Models of compound bows made earlier had plastic-coated steel cables. The cable guard is a
fiberglass rod that holds the cables aside to clear arrow fletching and to prevent the cable from
interfering with the arrow line of fire. Attached to the cable guard is the cable slide, a small
plastic piece that is attached to the cable guard and then mounts to the cables. The mechanical
parts making up these units create the main difference in style and functionality. There are
cables used to connect cams that create draw strength; this compounding action can produce

great amounts of thrust and apply it smoothly to the projectile. Some cams are round, and
others are elliptical in shape some have single cams at each end, and some designs incorporate
double cams. A common configuration of the compound bow presents a wheel or cam at each
end of the limb, which may vary from different bow types. There are different design concepts
with different ways by which the cams store power in the limbs. Four different mechanical
styles are available today: single cam unit, twin cam unit, hybrid cam model, and a relatively
new style called the binary cam. This last unit has had very good reviews and already boasts a
strong following. These design concepts fall under a category called bow eccentrics. The single
cam system is the best compound bow for beginners, as this type of bow is the most basic of
its class having the advantage of not needing to be synchronized as that of a twin cam bow. The
idler wheel at the top of the limb does not provide any mechanical advantage but serves only to
unroll the string when the bow is drawn. The bottom cam controls the cable as the string is
drawn, and at the same time letting out the other end of the string at a controlled rate to keep
the nock move straight back and forward. The changes in power cable length do not affect this
type of system; when the power cable is stretched, the bow stays in tune with a single cam. The
twin cam system bows are more difficult to use due to their high sensitivity to synchronization
problems. The cams will not turn over properly if either one of its harnesses is not of equal
length. Twin cam bows need daily checkups and timing-tuning in order to being kept in top
performing condition. The hybrid cam or 1. They feature two asymmetrically elliptical cam, a
control one on the top, and a power one on the bottom. Their speed is often compared to that of
dual cams. But adding the second cam works to offset the movement of the nock when
compared to a solo model. Binary cams on the Infinite Edge Pro. The binary cam overcomes the
problems of the twin cam by implementing a special rotation correction system that
synchronizes the two cams with each shot cycle. This type of cam is also less time-consuming
to maintain and requires little or no timing-tuning. When you have become a little bit more
familiar with how a compound bow works, and what each of the individual components do, it is
time to choose the right bow. We very much enjoy writing archery guides and reviews, and we
hope you enjoyed reading this compound bow parts guide. If you have any suggestions for us,
feel free to get in touch. If you liked this guide, why not share it on your social media to let you
fellow archers know! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Show off your passion for archery! Click Here to Leave a Comment Below 0
comments. Leave a Reply: Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Study the image to the right to help learn the parts of the compound bow. Click on a
compound bow part for glossary definition. The Berger Hole is the tapped hole above the arrow
shelf on a compound bow. A compound bow wrist sling is installed in tandem with a stabiler.
The average brace height is around 7 inches. Cams of a compound bow are round to oval metal
discs which are held in place to the limbs via a pin and they are where the string and cable s
terminate. They are attached at the end of the limbs and transfer the power of the limbs to the
string and arrow during the shot. On a Solo Cam bow, the cam will be attached to the bottom
limb of the bow while an idler wheel will be attached to the top limb. A compound bow is a
modern bow that uses a levering system, usually of cables and cams, to bend the limbs before a
shot is taken. A D-Loop surrounds the arrow at the string and is a point of connection for a
mechanical archery release; it is made or a short piece of cord fastened to the bow string by
two knots. Field dressing is the procedure in which a hunter removes vital and digestive internal
organs and parts of an animal. They are usually sold in 75, 85, and grain weights. Fletchings are
the feathers or plastic vanes which are glue to an end of an arrow that steer and correct an
arrow during flight. They can be oversized to dramatically reduce speed for bird shooting or
undersized for increased speed. Front of Center. Measured as a percentage of how far the
balancing point of an arrow is forward of the measured center. The grip on a compound bow is
the part of the riser that you hold when shooting. IBO speed of a compound bow is defined as
the initial velocity, in feet per second, of a grain arrow shot from a bow at a draw weight of 70
lbs with a draw length of 30 inches. An idler wheel on a compound bow replaces the top cam on
a solocam compound bow. It is round and only has contact with the bowstring and not the
cables. An insert is the hollow cylindricular unit containing threads which accepts a broadhead
or field point. Compound bow limbs are the flexible fiberglass planks that are attached at the
riser on one end and support the cam or idler wheel on the other. They work with the shooter to
store and release the kinetic energy need to deliver a shot. With most bows, the limbs are given
a poundage rating: lbs, lbs, lbs, etc. If an archer wanted to raise or lower their draw weight
outisde of the 10 pound range that their limbs provide, they can do so by replacing the limbs
with the preferred weight rating. A longbow is a type of bow that is tall roughly equal to the
height of the person who uses it ; this will allow its user a fairly long draw, at least to the jaw. A
longbow is not significantly recurved. Its limbs are relatively narrow so that they are circular or

D-shaped in cross section. Most contain and operate off a trigger while some operate off the
pure back tension rotation of the shooting hand. The nock is the insert on the rear end of the
arrow which attaches to the bow string. The nocking point is the location, on the bow string,
that the arrow attaches to before a shot. Paper tuning is the method used when an archer
shoots an arrow field point installed through a piece of paper in order to study the rip created.
When the archer lines up his sight while he is viewing through the peep sight consistency is
more obtainable. Some have one or two points of holding contact on the arrow and a head
either filled with a foam product or hollow. For mechanical broadheads we suggest using a
quiver with two points of contact on the arrow and with a broadhead containment compartment
which is hollow; this keeps the mechanical broadheads from unnecessarily deploying the
blades and limits wear and tear on crucial broadhead components. A range finder is a device
which, either with a laser or mechanical lenses, estimates a targets distance. A recurve bow has
tips that curve away from the archer when the bow is unstrung and, when strung, stores more
power than an equivalent straight limbed bow. The riser is the central component of the bow
which is normally constructed out of machined aluminum. An archery sight attaches to the riser
and contains pins, cross hairs or a laser dot which the archer can adjust to make a more
accurate shot. These attach to either the bowstring, cables, limbs, or the riser. The stabilizer is
an optional accessory which is installed in the tapped hole below the grip and on the front of
the bow. Stabilizers can be front mounted or side mounted and greatly increase accuracy when
set up properly. This silencer, which is attached at the riser and or the ends of the limbs, has
contact or near contact with the string prior to the shot and aborbs vibration during the shot
which is directly transferred from the string. The tiller measurement is the measurement from
the point where the limb meets the riser and to the string in a perpendicular line. Each bow will
have two tiller measurements and generally should be the same. Yoke tuning is the adjustment
of each side of the yoke in order to achieve a linear trajectory of the bow string off the idler
wheel at full draw. For more information on the compound bow, click here. But today, archery is
taking the country, and the world, by storm. Anti-hunters and non-hunters are even taking up
the storied heritage of archery. But regardless of your background with the outdoors, if you
want to learn the working parts of the compound bow, follow along as we show them to you and
explain the different components that make a bow what it is. These are what make a compound,
a compound. Different bows have different cam systems. Some bows have a single cam. Other
bows have a cam and a half Hoyt. Then some have no traditional cam system at all Matthews.
Also, study the cam systems as well. Determine what model you prefer. Regardless, do your
research and understand the pros and cons of each setup to determine what bow will be right
for you. The limbs, made of fiberglass, can come in different variations. Most bows will offer
either a solid or split limb. Personally, I like the split limb better. They traditionally lead to better
durability, less vibration and quieter bows. This is where the limbs sit and attach to the riser.
Some of these are machined, while other are not. Those that are tend to be more accurate,
especially at longer distances. This holds the limb in place. But more importantly for your use, it
is what raises and lowers the draw weight on most compound bows. For most models, turn it
clockwise to increase draw weight and counter clockwise to decrease it. This is basically the
middle part of the compound bow. This is the backbone of the bow. Most of these will be made
with either carbon or aluminum. Carbon is more durable and flexible and can lead to a slightly
more accurate bow. However, aluminum bows are practically as good and will save you a lot of
money. This is a very important aspect of the bow. The side of this generally 6 to 7 inches on
most bows , affect forgiveness and arrow speed. There are pros and cons to different brace
heights. It all depends on personal preference as to which you choose. This is the string that
launches the arrow downrange. Shooting with a damaged bow can result in serious bodily
harm, or at the very least, a ruined hunt. These cables run to and from the cam s and help move
them as the bow is drawn. These are just integral to the workings of the bow as the bowstring.
Keep them protected. The cable slide is a mechanism designed to prevent the buss cables from
making contact with the arrow during the shot. This small, plastic piece is easily damaged on
many bows, so check it regularly. This is the rod that the cable slide moves back and forth on.
The cable rod attaches to the riser and will generally run parallel to the limbs on bows with
parallel limbs. It is generally found in areas where abrasions are common and where strings
simply need extra support holding together. This short piece of string material will attach just
above and below your nocking point. This is the connector between your release and the bow
string. Having this small add-on will result in better accuracy over clipping your release to the
bow string itself. This is the small, hollow opening you look through while at full draw. Peer
through the peep sight while putting the appropriate pin on the target you are aiming at. These
are found not only on the string but all over the bow. Regardless of the location or type, all
silencers are vibration dampeners. These help reduce noise and felt vibration from the shot.

This is the part of the bow you hold with your offhand. However, I generally remove the factory
grip and wrap some tape around the bow instead. Factory grips are generally large, which leads
to a lot of surface area contacting your hand. The more contact there is with your hand the
higher the likelihood of torqueing the bow. You aim with this set of pins. There are many
different styles out there. Single pins that are adjustable on the fly. Multiple pins. Vertical pin
sets. Horizontal pin sets. Pick your poison. This is the mechanism the arrow rests on while
knocked. These also come in different forms. For more experienced shooters, I personally
prefer the drop-away style. This is generally the most accurate option. This add-on helps keep
the bow balanced in your hands. Have your bow with you when you go to purchase this piece of
gear. Screw different models onto your bow and get the one that helps balance your bow the
best. This is the aid that straps to your wrist. Several styles and variations of those styles are
available on the market. The most common are traditional index-finger, thumb-trigger and
back-tension releases. Or, you can go really traditional and shoot with just your fingers. Your
call. Try them all and use what you shoot best with. This is the accessory that your arrows go
in. It not only protects the arrows from the elements but also protects you and your bow from
the sharp broadheads or field points found on the tips of your arrows. This is the projectile that
does the damage. These come in different lengths, depending on your draw length. Safely cut
them to size if need be. They also come in different weights, too. Check with your bow
manufacturer to see what type of arrow your specific bow setup calls for. There are many
different options on the market. However, the two types available to hunters are mechanical and
fixed-blade broadheads. Fixed-blade heads have no moving parts, have smaller cutting
diameters and are generally harder to tune. That said, they are more reliable due to no fear of
mechanical failure. On the flip side, mechanical heads have larger cutting surfaces, are easier to
tune, but run the risk of mechanical mishaps. Are you a bowhunter wanting to learn how to
accomplish your goals? Follow us on Facebook. All rights reserved. Site by Gray Loon. Skip to
main content. Top and Bottom Cams These are what make a compound, a compound. Top and
Bottom Limbs The limbs, made of fiberglass, can come in different variations. Limb Bolt This
holds the limb in place. Riser This is basically the middle part of the compound bow. Bow String
This is the string that launches the arrow downrange. Buss Cable These cables run to and from
the cam s and help move them as the bow is drawn. Cable Slide The cable s
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lide is a mechanism designed to prevent the buss cables from making contact with the arrow
during the shot. Cable Rod This is the rod that the cable slide moves back and forth on. D Loop
This short piece of string material will attach just above and below your nocking point. Peep
Sight This is the small, hollow opening you look through while at full draw. Silencers These are
found not only on the string but all over the bow. Grip This is the part of the bow you hold with
your offhand. Sight You aim with this set of pins. Rest This is the mechanism the arrow rests on
while knocked. Stabilizer This add-on helps keep the bow balanced in your hands. Release This
is the aid that straps to your wrist. Quiver This is the accessory that your arrows go in. Arrow
This is the projectile that does the damage. Broadhead There are many different options on the
market. Get the latest bowhunting news, tips and tactics in your inbox! Email Required. You
Might Also Like. Sponsored by DataSport. Realtree

